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The emergence of mobile applications has opened the door to a new kind of information and communication technology tool and educational support which is vital for students’ positive learning behaviours. The aims of this study were to examine the effects of three mediators (confirmation, flow, and student engagement) on students’ learning technology acceptance and information systems continuance intention, and to explore the functions of these variables in the mediating process between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention. Using PROCESS macro program where the bootstrap confidence interval was adopted, a parallel multiple mediation model and a serial multiple mediation model were tested. Two of the three proposed hypotheses were supported. Business students’ confirmation and flow, elicited by the m-learning app, were two mediating factors with high ratios (0.6655, 95% CI = 0.2635 to 0.6085) of the overall indirect effect to the total effect, which related to students’ decisions in continuous usages of the technology. We concluded that the continuous use of the m-learning app was driven not only by students’ flexible thinking skills in accepting new learning technology, but also by a set of cognitive attributes reflecting users’ positive experiences with the system.

Implications for practice or policy:
- Business students who have positive mindsets for accepting new technology will try their best to overcome challenges of learning unfamiliar technologies.
- Business students’ confirmation and flow experience elicited by the m-learning app aids in understanding of their intention to continue using the system.
- Instructors must develop partnerships with instructional designers to enhance student confirmation, flow and engagement for better acceptance and continued use of mobile learning technologies.
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Introduction

Mobile technologies have been utilised as interactive and connective tools to facilitate students’ learning engagement and have become prevalent in many disciplines in higher education. Mobile technologies and pedagogy can be embedded in a variety of learning tasks no matter how a course is delivered (face-to-face, hybrid, or online learning) or whether learning is taking place formally and informally. Mobile learning (m-learning) is defined as, “learning across multiple contexts, through social and content interactions, using personal electronic devices” (Crompton, 2013, p. 4). It can effectively increase students’ collaboration skills (Alioon & Delialioğlu, 2019; Hamidi & Chavoshi, 2018), engage students in higher-order thinking (Hwang et al., 2018), and positively impact students’ high-level cognitive skills (Saedi et al., 2018). Most importantly, the emergence of mobile applications (apps) has opened the door to a new kind of information and communication technology (ICT) tool and educational support which is vital for students’ positive learning behaviours (i.e., motivation, learning community, engagement, and collaboration). Notari et al. (2016) classified educational apps as having two main focuses. The first focus is on instructional design criteria which address the learning goals of a given app. The functionalities of these apps emphasise transmitting information, facilitating communication, or collaboration, fostering situated learning. The second focus is on motivational domains in learning. These apps apply strategies such as gamification, reward systems, or the amount of infotainment used to motivate learners in enjoyable learning situations. Both classifications of educational apps have been widely utilised for students’ learning resulting in technology integrations promoting students’ interest in learning and engagement.
m-learning acceptance can contribute to students’ success, however, the factors that affect the use and user acceptance of m-learning are still controversial (Almaiah & Al Mulhem, 2019). Technology utilisation in the classroom or in an online/hybrid learning environment may not have the same effects on all students. Some students might feel motivated and engaged, while others could lose interest in, or attraction to, learning when electronic devices are readily available in their learning process. This is because individuals have different levels of ability to adapt the cognitive processing strategies when they face new and unexpected conditions (i.e., new learning situations or new digital technologies that instructors were adapting in teaching) in the environment (Çañas et al., 2003; Tseng & Hill, 2020). This skill is called cognitive flexibility. This adaption is not always successful since technology could become more of a burden than an aid and be a distracting factor in a student’s attention and engagement. Alexopoulou et al. (2020) argued that since learning processes themselves are always evolving and constantly reconfigured, it is vital for students to be more flexible and open-minded to adapting new technologies. In addition, Barak and Levenberg (2016a, 2016b) concluded that one of the important skills for twenty-first century learners is learning technology acceptance and adaption. They also stressed that learning technology acceptance (LTA) is one of the key antecedents of effective learning in technology-enhanced environments. This is extensively studied in explaining and predicting user behaviour in information systems (IS) acceptance and continuance (Al-Emran et al., 2020; Joo et al., 2018; Ye et al., 2019).

Several studies have pointed out the importance of understanding educators and learners’ adoption of m-learning technologies and the human-computer interactions. Learners’ behaviours, such as confirmation (Hossain et al., 2020) and flow experience (Chang et al., 2016; Hamidi & Chavoshi, 2018) have been concluded as essential factors for learners to make a continuance decision in accepting or rejecting a variety of technologies (Dalvi-Esfahani et al., 2020). Chang (2013) defined continuance intention of using technology as the degree to which an individual is willing to use systems in the future and to recommend them to others (e.g., friends). More specifically, Lin (2012) defined the continuance intention of using IS as “the continued usage of IS by adopters, where a continuance decision follows an initial acceptance decision” (p. 500). However, other research findings indicated that there was a lack of literature examining user IS continuance focusing on mobile apps in learning (Nabavi et al., 2016).

**Literature review**

**Gap in the literature**

There is a gap in the m-learning literature, reflecting a lack of investigation of students’ flow experience and IS continuance intention while using educational mobile apps. A thorough literature review of IS continuance intention articles was conducted by Nabavi et al. (2016), who reviewed 191 studies carried out from 2001 and 2014 and published in 64 different journals. They analysed the literature based on a series of dimensions including year of publication, journal, author, the theories and theorical constructs utilised, and the contexts and technologies examined. Their findings suggested IS continuance intention would become an emerging academic research topic. In terms of the contexts and technologies examined, a total of 39 studies focused on mobile technology. Specifically, most of them were related to the use of mobile internet service (n = 11), followed by mobile data service (n = 6), mobile commerce (n = 4), and mobile banking (n = 3). Only one study focused on studying users’ digital learning and IS continuance intention from mobile application (Chen et al., 2012).

The first time the term confirmation is included in a theoretical model as a conceptual variable is in Bhattacherjee’s (2001) expectation-confirmation model referring to IS continuous use. The expectation-confirmation model posits that intention to continue IS usage can be explained by three variables: confirmation, perceived usefulness, and satisfaction. He referred to confirmation as users’ perception of the congruence between expectation of IS use and its actual performance. This construct has been utilised extensively in consumer behaviour studies. Later, Bhattacherjee and Premkumar (2004) used the term disconfirmation to capture the discrepancies between users’ original expectation and observed performance. According to Bhattacherjee’s (2001) explanations, positive confirmation emerges when performance exceeds expectation, and vice versa. In this study, we adopted the confirmation label to examine business students’ realisation of the expected benefits of the mobile app used. This is referred to as a business students’ perception of the congruence between their original expectation and the actual performance pertaining to an educational mobile app. However, according to a review of literature, only a few studies focused on investigating the direct association between confirmation and users’ IS continuance intention.
(Dai et al., 2020; Li et al., 2019), and none are in the context of using digital apps for m-learning. For instance, Li et al. (2019) investigated 211 users’ intention to continue using social fitness-tracking apps, and their findings suggested that confirmation has significant and positive effects ($p < 0.001$) on individuals’ continuous intention of using fitness-tracking apps.

The theory of flow experience (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988) has been applied as the core framework of most fundamental studies to better understand and investigate students’ attention and perceived enjoyment in an interactive learning situation (e.g., Guo et al., 2016; Hamari et al., 2016). When learners are so involved in and enjoying an activity that they do not hesitate to face challenges, they are experiencing the state of flow. In the extant literature, flow experience is used to address optimal user behaviours and experiences in human-computer interaction. Research findings have indicated the significant effects of flow experience on IS continuance intention (Liu et al., 2018; Yang & Lee, 2018). In business and marketing, researchers place more of an emphasis on the investigation of the effect of consumer’s experience of using company website (or social networking site) on continuance usage intention (Zhou & Liu, 2014) and brand loyalty (Kaur et al., 2016; Ruiz-Mafe et al., 2014). As in educational research most of the literature utilised flow experience to ascertain learners’ involvement and engagement with information learning system (Cheng, 2020; Khan et al., 2017), online learning (Guo et al., 2016), and game-based learning (Chang et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2015). However, there does seem to be a lack of evidence in the literature which studied students’ flow experience when utilising mobile apps in their learning process.

In addition, studies have indicated that m-learning technology can promote learning engagement (Kim et al., 2020). Moreover, engagement was confirmed in Tsai et al.’s (2018) study as one of the types of interest in learning that led individuals to concentrate on active learning, which in turn, had positive effect to their continuance intention to use a MOOC system ($\beta = 0.407, t = 4.241$).

**Aims of the study**

While the direct relationships between learning technology acceptance, confirmation, flow experience, student engagement, and continuance intention were thoroughly explored in prior research efforts across multiple contexts (e.g., Al-Maroo & Salloum, 2021; Cheng, 2020; Liu et al., 2018; Tseng et al., 2020), the mechanism between the relationship of learning technology acceptance and continuance intention is still not clear, especially the functions through confirmation, flow experience, and student engagement with a focus on m-learning apps. This area needs exploration to unravel and see how these variables work together to help learning technology acceptance increase continuance intention. Hence, we argue that the development of a multiple mediation model is crucial, and there is a need to further examine the magnitude and significance of the causal connections between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention. The aims of this study were to develop and test a model that considered confirmation, flow, and engagement as three mediators that enhance the effects of learning technology acceptance on information systems continuance intention in business students. Accordingly, the research questions that guided the investigation were:

1. What is the mechanism between mobile learning app acceptance and continuance intention?
2. Among the mediators that link m-learning acceptance and continuance intention, which ones play a key role?
3. Do these mediators work in parallel with each other or serially?

A variety of mediation analysis techniques, such as structural equation modeling and the Baron and Kenny (1986) method, were used to examine mediated effects and relationships between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention in prior research. However, this study was the first test of a three-serial-mediator model for learning technology acceptance and continuance intention using Hayes’ (2013) PROCESS macro program (based on principles of ordinary least squares regression) where the bootstrap confidence interval was adopted to test an indirect effect. Hayes (2013) considered the bootstrapping approach as the most powerful way in assessing indirect effects as well as the method least vulnerable to Type I errors.
Theoretical framework

Cognitive flexibility theory

We adopted the cognitive flexibility theory as the foundation of to develop our hypotheses. Cognitive flexibility has been recognised as a key antecedent behaviour for adapting to new and unexpected environmental conditions (Cañas et al., 2003; Cohen et al., 2007). Mobile devices make real-time learning possible by involving learners in instant interactions with real contexts (Chen & Huang, 2012), facilitating two-way communication channels, and providing instant evaluation results with reinforced feedback. As those functionalities are utilised and embedded in a digital and ubiquitous learning context, cognition is established in the interaction and learning process. Learners in the twenty-first century face the rapid evolution of ICTs and participate in complex and unstructured tasks. According to Spiro and Jehng (1990), cognitive flexibility is “the ability to adaptively re-assemble diverse elements of knowledge to fit the particular needs of a given understanding or problem-solving situation” (p. 169). Concerning cognitive flexibility in learning processes in ICT’s, within integration environments and from an educational perspective, Barak and Levenberg (2016a) proposed the flexible thinking in learning model and further developed the flexible thinking in learning scale (Barak & Levenberg, 2016b) which encompasses three higher-order thinking skills that are necessary for solving problems and structuring new knowledge. These three essential factors and skills are: (1) accepting new or changing technologies, (2) open-mindedness to others’ ideas, and (3) adapting to changes in learning situations. These three factors were developed into three subscales in Barak & Levenberg (2016b). In this study, the researchers only used one subscale, as our independent variable, since it was the only subscale relevant to the research scope. The selected subscale, accepting new or changing technologies, referred to the ability to adjust to advanced technologies and effectively use them for meaningful learning (Barak & Levenberg, 2016a, 2016b).

Expectation-confirmation theory

Bhattacherjee (2001) proposed the expectation-confirmation model, which has gained attention and acceptance in investigating confirmation and IS continuance intention (Baker-Eveleth & Stone, 2015; Lin et al., 2015). Confirmation in the expectation-confirmation model refers to the users’ subjective judgements when comparing their initial expectations with perceptions related to actual performance of a service/information system (Huang et al., 2019). A positive confirmation is reached when IS performs better than users expect otherwise, a negative confirmation is obtained. In ICT-rich learning environments, when users find their initial expectations are confirmed, they tend to elevate their perceived usefulness of the system. Moreover, they tend to have a higher level of motivation and are more likely to further explore the system’s functionalities and become deeply involved in technology integration learning processes. Most importantly, according to Csikszentmihalyi (1975), experiencing a flow state is so enjoyable that individuals are eager to engage in the flow-generating activities again and expect to re-experience flow. Later, Liu et al. (2018) confirmed this concept in their study by examining users’ flow experience in mobile games.

Hypotheses development

When students are more open to technological modifications, they are more likely to engage in learning, find the technology effective, and consequently make a continuance decision of accepting new technologies. Prior research has provided supportive evidence that technology acceptance can positively increase students’ enjoyment in learning (Dawoud et al., 2015) and engagement (Barak, 2018; Tseng et al., 2020), which in turn, increases their willingness to continue using ICTs in the future. For example, findings from Tseng et al. (2020) indicated that learners with higher levels of technology acceptance were more engaged in their learning activities.

Confirmation and flow experience in the aspect of ICT

Previous studies on IS continuance have found significant effects of confirmation on flow experience (Cheng, 2020; Ifinedo, 2017; Lu et al., 2019), and indicated flow experience as an indirect mediator influence of users’ intention on the continued use of the system (Kang & Kim, 2018; Lin et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2018; Yang & Lee, 2018). For example, Cheng’s (2020) study proposed a comprehensive structural model based on the Bhattacherjee’s (2001) expectation-confirmation model and flow experience, and
investigated how those factors affected 368 medical professionals’ continuance intention of the cloud-based e-learning system. The research findings suggested that medical professionals who indicated confirmation of expectations toward the cloud-based e-learning system were more likely to experience flow state by enjoying the system, and subsequently led to their continuance intention of future system usages.

**Student engagement**

When flow experience is utilised to explain IS users’ behaviours from the aspect of intrinsic motivation (Zhou, 2012), engagement is defined as “a psychological state experienced because of focusing one’s energy and attention on a coherent set of stimuli or meaningfully related activities and events” (Witmer & Singer, 1998, p. 227), and identified in literature as an essential component for students’ learning accomplishment and success. According to Csikszentmihalyi (1975), if any activities or tasks are interesting but not too challenging to cause frustration or distraction, there is a likelihood for users to be engaged in the activities. Studies have found ICT-rich learning environments that invoke flow experience can increase the potential to affect consequent learning engagement (Al-Maroo & Salloum, 2021; Hamari et al., 2016; Lee, 2010). Moreover, m-learning products provide instant message exchanges, timely feedback functions, and facilitate interactions and collaborations, all of which may motivate learners in enjoyable learning situations and lead to concentration and engagement in learners (Anohah et al., 2017; Ryu & Parsons, 2012). All optimal learning experiences can increase students’ self-confidence in seeking the next level of skills to meet new challenges, which in turn, can lead to higher intention to continuously use the m-learning system in learning.

From the above discussion of theoretical development and empirical evidence, the following hypotheses were proposed:

1. Confirmation mediates the relationship between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention.
2. Flow experience mediates the relationship between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention.
3. Student engagement mediates the relationship between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention.

**Methodology**

**Course format**

Two of the authors who taught graduate and undergraduate level business courses at the Jacksonville State University adopted the Top Hat app (https://tophat.com) in order to enhance the course experience by motivating students to learn, participate, and ultimately master course content. Features of the app utilised in the classroom included automatic attendance tracking, activity participation checking, course content posting, embedded in-class quizzes, and real-time feedback, in-class discussions, and polling, all accessible through the mobile app from a laptop, a cellphone, or other electronic devices such as an iPad. The purpose of adopting the mobile app by the instructors was to enhance student learning experience in the classroom, keeping students engaged in learning, and increase their attention and interest in the course materials while not taking their electronic devices away, and providing instant feedback on student learning outcomes.

**Participants and instrumentation**

Participants were graduate and undergraduate students enrolled in face-to-face courses in the business program at the Jacksonville State University in the United States. A total of 210 surveys were completed and returned. Of the participating students, 94 (44.5%) participants were female; and 116 (55.5%) participants were male (Table 1). The majority of participants (183, 87.1%) reported being in the 25 to 29 age range. More than 88% of participants indicated they had good or excellent internet skills.
The survey instrument (Appendix A) for this quantitative research took approximately 20 minutes to complete. In this study, students’ learning technology acceptance was measured from one subscale of Barak and Levenberg’s (2016b) flexible thinking in learning scale. It included five items, and measured using a 5-point Likert scale. The questions include, for example: “I adjust quickly to new learning technologies,” and “I am open to update in new technological tools that can help me learn.” Cronbach’s alpha was used to examine this scale’s reliability. A result of $\alpha = .872$ indicated a good degree of internal consistency.

For confirmation, a three item scale was adapted from Limayem et al. (2007). A sample item of this 7-point Likert scale was: “My overall experience with the Top Hat app was … (1 = much worse than expected; 7 = much better than expected).” The Cronbach's alpha of the scale in this study was .846, indicating good internal consistency.

For flow experience, a 5-point Likert scale was modified from Park et al. (2010) who developed survey questions based on Webster et al.’s (1993) categories. The results from 12 items grouped into four categories were: (a) control - 3 items; $\alpha = .658$, (b) attention focus - 3 items; $\alpha = .665$, (c) curiosity - 3 items; $\alpha = .921$, and (d) intrinsic interests - 3 items; $\alpha = .779$. All these Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were acceptable and indicated good internal consistencies.

Scholars from more than 19 countries collaborated in the development of the student engagement in schools questionnaire (SESQ) (Lam & Jimerson, 2008) consisting of 12 items. The SESQ is a Likert-type, self-report questionnaire focused on the comprehensive assessment of the construct of student engagement. The Cronbach’s alpha of the scale in this study was 0.929, indicating excellent internal consistency.

Continuance intention was measured by a three item, 5-point Likert scale modified from Thong et al. (2006). A sample item was: “I plan to continue using the Top Hat app if it is being utilized by the instructor in my next class.” The Cronbach’s alpha result of 0.953, showed excellent internal consistency had been achieved.

### Data collection and statistical analysis

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Jacksonville State University at the beginning of the semester. During the last three weeks of the semester, a questionnaire containing the measures of learning technology acceptance, flow, confirmation, student engagement, and continuance intention was distributed in an online survey format. An access link to the survey was provided for students. The surveys took approximately 20 minutes to complete.

Common method bias is a potential threat to research findings when the data are collected from self-report responses for all variables. Thus, before the final data analysis, Harman's (1976) single factor test was used to assure there was no problem with common method bias in our data. Since the highest total variance extracted by one factor (35.08%) was less than the recommended threshold of 50%, it was suggested that common method bias did not affect the findings. Descriptive statistics and multivariate correlational analysis were conducted, and the results are shown in Table 2.
To test the hypotheses, Hayes’ (2013) PROCESS macro models (based on principles of ordinary least squares regression where the bootstrap confidence intervals adopted) were utilised to assess whether there was a significant mediation effect. We computed 5,000 bootstrap bias-correlated 95% confidence intervals (BC CI) for mediation analyses as recommended by Hayes (2013) and Preacher and Hayes (2008).

**Results**

As shown in Table 2, all study variables were positively and significantly correlated with each other at the significance level of $p < .01$. Specifically, the Pearson correlation coefficients showed there were strong relationships between confirmation and flow ($r = 0.773$), confirmation and continuance intention ($r = 0.798$), and flow and continuance intention ($r = 0.769$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>LTA</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>Engagement</th>
<th>Continuance intention</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Cronbach α</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LTA</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.344**</td>
<td>0.292**</td>
<td>0.386**</td>
<td>0.399**</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation †</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.773**</td>
<td>0.310**</td>
<td>0.798**</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.313**</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.769**</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student engagement</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.302**</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuance intention</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $N = 210$, † 7-point Liker-type scale, ** $p < .01$; LTA, Learning technology acceptance

**Examination of the mediation effects**

First, we used the parallel multiple mediation model (3) of Hayes (2013) to examine whether learning technology acceptance would indirectly influence continuance intention through casually linked mediators of the confirmation, flow, and student engagement (Figure 1). In practice, mediators can causally influence one another and are interactable. To unravel how the three proposed mediation variables worked together to have a direct and indirect affect between the dependent and independent variables, additional supplemental analyses were performed. Hayes’ (2013) serial multiple mediation model (6) was conducted to test the effects of a casual chain linking the three mediators from dependent and independent variables with hypothesised direction of flow (Figure 2).

![Figure 1. Parallel mediation model with path coefficients](image)

Note. $c’ = $ direct effect of learning technology acceptance to continuance intention; $c = $ total effect of learning technology acceptance to continuance intention. ** $p < 0.01$. 
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Figure 2. A statistical diagram of the serial mediation model with path coefficients
Note. $c'$ = direct effect of learning technology acceptance to continuance intention; $c$ = total effect of learning technology acceptance to continuance intention. **$p < 0.01$

Parallel mediation model

The results in Table 3 highlighted the mediation effects of three mediators (confirmation, flow, and student engagement) of students’ learning technology acceptance and information systems continuance intention. As shown in Table 3, confirmation and flow mediated the effect the relationship between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention, therefore, H1 and H2 were supported. However, H3 was not supported.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediation effects (bootstrapping 5000 samples)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mediation path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1: LTA→ CON→ CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: LTA→ FLOW→ CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: LTA→ SENG→ CI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. bootstrapping lower limit confidence interval (BootLLCI), bootstrapping upper limit confidence interval (BootULCI), learning technology acceptance (LTA); confirmation (CON); flow experience (FLOW); continuance intention (CI); student engagement (SENG)

In the parallel mediation model (Figure 1), the path coefficients based on 5000 bootstrapped samples (Figure 1 and Table 4) indicated that the direct effect ($c'$) of learning technology acceptance on continuance intention was significant ($B_{direct} = 0.2194$, SE = 0.0691, $t(210) = 3.1751, p < .0001$), as was the total effect ($c$) of learning technology acceptance on continuance intention with three mediators ($B_{total} = 0.6557$, SE = 0.1040, $t(210) = 6.3027, p < .001$). The path coefficients in Table 4 show that the overall indirect effect ($B = 0.4364$, 95% CI = 0.2624 to 0.6102) was significant. Moreover, two out of three mediators in this parallel mediation model were found to significantly contribute to the overall indirect effect (LTA→ CONF→ CI; $B = 0.2651$, 95% CI = 0.1562 to 0.3928; LTA→ FLOW→ CI; $B = 0.1782$, 95% CI = 0.0860 to 0.2830). The direct effect from student engagement to continuance intention had a negative correlation and was not statistically significant ($B = -0.0233$, 95% CI = -0.1975 to 0.1509). In addition, the $R^2$ in the regression ($R^2 = .7092$, $F(4, 207) = 126.19, p < .0001$) indicated that the dependent variable and three mediators accounted for 70.92% of the variance in explaining continuance intention.
Table 4
Path coefficients, indirect effects, and 95% bias-corrected confidence interval predicting CI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>BootLLCI</th>
<th>BootULCI</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct effect (c')</td>
<td>.2194</td>
<td>.0832</td>
<td>.3556</td>
<td>.0691</td>
<td>3.1751</td>
<td>.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA→ CONF</td>
<td>.6808</td>
<td>.4281</td>
<td>.9335</td>
<td>.1282</td>
<td>5.3115</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA→ FLOW</td>
<td>.2970</td>
<td>.1647</td>
<td>.4292</td>
<td>.0671</td>
<td>4.4263</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA→ SENG</td>
<td>.2996</td>
<td>.2021</td>
<td>.3972</td>
<td>.0495</td>
<td>6.0553</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONF→ CI</td>
<td>.3894</td>
<td>.2905</td>
<td>.4883</td>
<td>.0502</td>
<td>7.7602</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOW→ CI</td>
<td>.6002</td>
<td>.4102</td>
<td>.7901</td>
<td>.0964</td>
<td>6.2284</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENG→ CI</td>
<td>-.0233</td>
<td>-.1975</td>
<td>.1509</td>
<td>.0884</td>
<td>-.2636</td>
<td>.7923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect effect:</td>
<td>.4363</td>
<td>.2624</td>
<td>.6102</td>
<td>.0882</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA→ CONF→ CI</td>
<td>.2651</td>
<td>.1562</td>
<td>.3928</td>
<td>.0608</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA→ FLOW→ CI</td>
<td>.1782</td>
<td>.0860</td>
<td>.2830</td>
<td>.0500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA→ SENG→ CI</td>
<td>-.0070</td>
<td>-.0585</td>
<td>.0517</td>
<td>.0281</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total effect (c)</td>
<td>.6557</td>
<td>.4506</td>
<td>.8608</td>
<td>.1040</td>
<td>6.3027</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. bootstrapping lower limit confidence interval (BootLLCI), bootstrapping upper limit confidence interval (BootULCI), learning technology acceptance (LTA); confirmation (CON); flow experience (FLOW); continuance intention (CI); student engagement (SENG)

Serial mediation model

The next step is to test a serial mediation model (Figure 2). First, the model fit test was performed using AMOS and the results indicated good model fit according to the following indices: χ²/df = 0.065, TLI = 1.012, RMSEA = .000, SRMR = .011, GFI = .995, AGFI = .978 (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Figure 2 depicted the effects of a casual chain linking the three mediators from dependent and independent variables with a hypothesised direction of flow (LTA→ CONF→ FLOW→ SENG→ CI). The results from the serial mediation model indicated that the three mediators mediated the relationships between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention with a high ratio (0.6655, 95% CI = 0.2635 to 0.6085) of the overall indirect effect to the total effect. Considering the direct effects, learning technology acceptance had a positive and significant relationships with confirmation (B = 0.6808, SE = 0.1282, p <.001) and student engagement (B = 0.2422, SE = 0.0516, p <.001), but not with flow (B = 0.0299, SE = 0.0474, p = .529). Moreover, student engagement did not have strong relationships to other variables. Only the path between learning technology acceptance and student engagement was significant. Surprisingly, student engagement was negatively related to continuance intention (B = -0.0233, SE = 0.0884, p = .7923), suggesting that students with higher engagement in academic life showed lower intention to continue using the Top Hat mobile app in their future learning.

Confirmation as a mediating variable was shown to be the most important link between the independent variable (LTA→ CONF, B = 0.6808, SE = 0.1282, p <.001), dependent variable (CONF→ CI; B = 0.3894, SE = 0.0502, p <.001), and one other mediator (CONF→ FLOW; B = 0.3922, SE = 0.0240, p <.001). In addition, Table 5 shows that this serial mediation model yielded two significant indirect paths (LTA→ CONF→ CI; LTA→ CONF→ FLOW→ CI) among seven possible paths linking from learning technology acceptance to continuance intention. First, it is worthy to note that the indirect effect of learning technology acceptance on continuance intention via mediation by confirmation (LTA→ CONF→ CI; B = 0.2651, 95% CI = 0.0593 to 0.1559) was stronger than the direct effect of learning technology acceptance on continuance intention (Bdirect = 0.2194; 95% CI = 0.0832 to 0.3556), suggesting that confirmation did strongly mediate the relationship between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention. Next, this serial mediation model also yielded the other significant indirect path (LTA→ CONF→ FLOW→ CI; B = 0.1603, 95% CI = 0.0384 to 0.0907). This finding revealed that learning technology acceptance could increase confirmation, which in turn increases flow experience and thus increases continuance intention.
The aim of this study was to examine the mediation effects of three mediators (confirmation, flow, and student engagement) of students’ learning technology acceptance and information systems continuance intention while exploring the functions of these variables in the mediating process between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention. First, utilising the bootstrapping procedure suggested by Hayes (2013), the results from our data supported two of the three proposed hypotheses. Our findings revealed that business students’ confirmation and flow experience elicited by the m-learning app, are two important mediating factors connected to their decisions on continue usage of the technology.

Based on results from the parallel and serial mediation model using bootstrapping methods, several key findings emerged. First, two mediators were found to mediate the relationships between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention with a combined high ratio (0.6655) of the overall indirect effect to the total effect. In consonance with Lin et al.’s (2020) and Cheng’s (2020) research findings, confirmation and flow in this study were indicated as statistically significant mediators can influence users’ intention to continue using the system. Furthermore, our results not only revealed confirmation in this serial mediation model as a first step toward promoting students’ flow experience, but also highlighted its vital role in increasing students’ information systems continuance intention. In supporting conclusions in Cheng’s (2020) research, findings in this study also suggested business students who indicated confirmation of expectations toward the m-learning system were more likely to experience flow state by attracting to and showing intrinsic interests in the learning process, and subsequently led to their continuance intention of future system usages. In summary, experiencing flow encourages a person to be continual and persistent at focusing on an activity (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002), which literature reveals as an important attribute for students’ learning process and information systems continuance intention (Cheng, 2020; Liu et al., 2018; Yang & Lee, 2018).

Interestingly, although insignificant, our results showed the level of student engagement was associated with a slight negative effect on the level of system continuance intention. Moreover, all indirect paths from learning technology acceptance to continuance intention linked through student engagement had slight negative coefficients, revealing the reduction in continuance intention through the increase in the levels of various combinations of confirmation, student engagement, and flow. One possible explanation would be that the single dimensional construct we adopted in measuring student engagement cannot precisely capture and explain its complexities in the m-learning context. Researchers argue that engagement is highly dynamic, fluctuating, interactive, and context-dependent (Goldin et al., 2011). Thus, it is a multi-faceted concept emphasising different components of student involvement in the learning process. Therefore, the effect of student engagement needs more research attention in the future.

**Implications for practice and research**

This study brings several practical values and implications to the m-learning context. First, the statistical findings in this study imply that business students’ confirmation and flow experience elicited by the m-learning app aids in understanding of their intention to continue using the system providing empirical
evidence to encourage university administrators, instructors, and instructional designer to implement such initiatives. Specifically, the Covid-19 outbreak poses a significant challenge to educational administrators, educators, and instructional designers to make emergency transitions to support student learning (Essa et al., 2020; Henriksen et al., 2020; Secundo et al., 2021) regardless of course delivery modalities. With the Covid-19 pandemic, there is more reliance on ICTs which can deliver high-quality and accessible content, such as m-learning technologies that can provide clear and accurate communication and can work as a cognitive tool to catalyse enjoyment in active learning environments (Al-Emran, 2020; Dwikoranto et al., 2020).

Second, another prominent finding of this study is that confirmation as the first mediating variable in this serial mediation model plays a vital role in the chains of causality. Therefore, it is imperative for instructors and educational technology designers to make sure that students have positive confirmation and an enjoyable experience with m-learning. To achieve this goal, we recommend that instructors develop partnerships with instructional designers in multiple areas, such as selecting high quality m-learning applications and developing effective learning interventions through the following strategies.

Adoption of a comprehensive rubric can support educators as a valid and learning theory-based tool to make it efficient, objective, and consistent to analyse quality of m-learning apps. According to Lee and Chemer (2015), a variety of instructional apps are being developed every day and each serves a specific purpose in student learning and engagement. Thus, without an evaluative instrument to identify quality apps utilised in the classroom, it can quickly become a guessing game for instructors, and they can risk wasting students’ time with inferior apps. Assisting instructors to develop mobile-friendly and accessible contents can ensure students’ positive confirmation toward the system. While innovative ICTs can effectively engage and motivate students in learning, use of technology without effective and appropriate pedagogies may distract students learning and cause a shortage of time for learning tasks (Bragdon & Dowler, 2016; Rashid & Asghar, 2016). Thus, instructors must collaborate with instructional designers in the orchestrating of mobile technologies and learning content to increase students’ willingness in accepting m-learning technology and to leverage students’ flow experience while using the system. The use of authentic content and activities scaffolded to adequately create a zone of proximal development (Parsons & MacCallum, 2017) and to support active learning which will spark students’ interests in consistent learning (Shih & Tsai, 2017).

Third, in terms of the implications for research, this study contributes to the literature on IS continuance intention of using m-learning apps by examining the magnitude and significance of hypothesised causal connections between learning technology acceptance and continuance intention, the three mediators of confirmation, flow, and student engagement. This is the first study in the m-learning context using a serial multiple mediation model to elucidate the chains of causality and the underlying mechanisms of these three mediated cognitive learning factors.

**Conclusion**

This study aimed to contribute to the existing literature on IS continuance intention. The research responded to calls to study the users’ IS continuance intention (Nabavi et al., 2016) focusing on mobile applications (apps) in learning. This study recognised that the continuous use of the m-learning app is driven not only by students’ flexible thinking skills in accepting new learning technology, but also by a set of cognitive attributes reflecting users’ positive experiences with the system. The findings indicated that learning technology acceptance plays a key role in the digital natives’ learning. Learning technology acceptance along with confirmation, were shown to be two antecedents in influencing students’ concentration and enjoyment in the learning process, as well as impacting student decision-making regarding the continuance decision in accepting new m-learning system. In other words, students who have positive mindsets in accepting new technology will try their best to overcome challenges from learning unfamiliar technology, which in turn, leads them to making a continuance decision in m-learning usage.

**Limitations and future research directions**

The primary limitation of this study is that the data were collected from graduate and undergraduate students in the business program at a single university. Caution should be taken in generalising from this study to students who studied in different programs or at different institutions. Therefore, it is suggested that future
studies should try to collect data across disciplines or institutions. Moreover, students’ flow experience in the m-learning environment can also be influenced by the teaching strategies and pedagogical interventions that the instructors were implementing in their course design. Hence, it is important to consider and control the design of courses and how courses are taught as data is collected in future studies. Another limitation is that all variables in this study were measured utilising survey instruments which may cause common method bias. Thus, Harman’s (1976) single factor test was conducted and further assured that common method bias does not affect our results. Moreover, our measures of learning technology acceptance, confirmation, flow, student engagement, and continuance intention were based on retrospective self-reports. Thus, response bias itself can arise from student’s perspectives in cognitive learning experiences and their feelings regarding innovative learning technologies at the time the survey was completed. It is suggested that future studies should adopt various sources to measures students’ human-computer interactions and use observation techniques in determining students’ actual learning engagement. In addition, with the unique features of usage logs provided through m-learning system, researchers may consider using learning analytics techniques to collect rich, multifaceted, and process-oriented learner data (Viberg et al., 2020) to examine and visualise learners’ cognitive learning behaviours.
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## Appendix A

### Survey instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>Item text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning technology</td>
<td>1. I adjust quickly to new learning technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acceptance</td>
<td>2. I adjust easily to technological changes as software updates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. I am open to update in new technological tools that can help me learn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. I use various technological tools for learning and frequently change between them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. I like to experience new learning technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>1. Overall, the benefits received from the Top Hat app were… (1 = much less than expected; 7 = much greater than expected).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. My overall experience with the Top Hat app was… (1 = much worse than expected; 7 = much better than expected).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. The problems encountered with the Top Hat app were… (1 = much more serious than expected; 7 = much less serious than expected).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow experience</td>
<td>1. When using the Top Hat app, I felt in control over everything.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. I felt that I had no control over my learning process with the Top Hat app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. The Top Hat app allowed me to control the whole learning process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. When using the Top Hat app, I thought about other things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. When using the Top Hat app, I was aware of distractions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. When using the Top Hat app, I was totally absorbed in what I was doing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Using the Top Hat app excited my curiosity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Interacting with the Top Hat app made me curious.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Using the Top Hat app aroused my imagination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. Using the Top Hat app bored me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. Using the Top Hat app was intrinsically interesting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. The Top Hat app was fun for me to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Engagement in Schools Questionnaire</td>
<td>1. When I study, I try to understand the material better by relating it to things I already know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. When I study, I figure out how the information might be useful in the real world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. When learning new information, I try to put the ideas in my own words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. When I study, I try to connect what I am learning with my own experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. I make up my own examples to help me understand the important concepts I learn from school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. When learning things for school, I try to see how they fit together with other things I already know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. When learning things for school, I often try to associate them with what I learnt in other classes about the same or similar things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. I try to see the similarities and differences between things I am learning for school and things I know already.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. I try to understand how the things I learn in school fit together with each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. I try to match what I already know with things I am trying to learn for school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. I try to think through topics and decide what I’m supposed to learn from them, rather than studying topics by just reading them over.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. When studying, I try to combine different pieces of information from course material in new ways.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>